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Working with Composers

John Williams, the prolific American film composer who wrote memorable scores for films like *Star Wars* and *Jaws*, worked with Altman on *Images* (1972) and *The Long Goodbye* (1973). His score for *Images*, matching the film's psychological tone, was nominated for an Oscar. The Archive contains items that show many behind-the-scenes agreements and working documents that were part of the complex world of creating films.

*Images* (1972), Altman's first and only attempt at a musical, was riddled with drama throughout its production. Harry Nilsson, the composer who wrote the featured songs, didn't expect Altman's changeability with the score and left the island of Malta halfway through filming. Altman trusted Nilsson to finish the production and claimed to get on with him terrifically despite the disagreement. In the end the dispute was settled, and all of Nilsson's songs are featured in the final film.